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I.
1.

Vocabulary and Phrase
I ____ up at 7:00 this morning and found I didn’t have to go to school.
(A) get (B) getting (C) got (D) gets
2. David was _____ Mary’s friend, but now they are not friends anymore.
(A) too (B) once (C) ever (D) either
3. My classmates and I _____ fast food. We eat almost every day.
(A) both like (B) all like (C) like both (D) like all
4. Today is Thanksgiving. We _____ for a lot of things.
(A) thanking (B) are thank (C) are thankful (D) thanks
5. Jeff _____ going to play basketball with the boys at the park.
(A) am (B) be (C) is (D) are
6. It _____ at four yesterday afternoon, when I was on my way home.
(A) rain (B) rains (C) is raining (D) was raining
7. A: Do you see my book? B: Here _____.
(A) is your books (B) are you (C) you are (D) your book is
8. I _____ some English and made many friends, when I took a trip to USA.
(A) learn (B) learning (C) learns (D) learned
9. Alice did her homework _____ with her friends last night.
(A) good (B) happily (C) hardly (D) nice
10. _____high school student has to take the exam before going to college.
(A) One (B) Each (C) Both (D) All
11. All the new students were given two minutes to briefly _____ themselves to the whole class.
(A) introduce (B) study (C) play (D) work
12. Eyes are sensitive to light. Looking at the sun directly could _____ our eyes.
(A) accept (B) polish (C) maintain (D) damage
13. Dr. Wang’s speech on occupational safety and health attracted great _____ from the audience.
(A) texture (B) solution (C) attention (D) homework
14. Taking warm baths can sometimes help to _____ pain in the lower back.
(A) invent

(B) relieve

(C) prepare

(D) practice

15. John drank a lot of coffee this morning to keep himself _____ in class.
(A) smile

(B) awake

(C) correct

(D) dream

16. Tom has several meetings to _____ every day.
(A) worry

(B) change

(C) attend

(D) paint

＜背面尚有題目＞

17. We hope that there will be no _____ in the world and that all people live in peace.
(A) war (B) harmony

(C) mission

(D) favorite

18. Rapid _____ in motor engineering makes it technically possible to build a flying car in the future.
(A) advancement

(B) narrow

(C) accident

(D) shelf

19. Students were asked to rewrite their compositions based on the teacher’s _____.
(A) comments

(B) snacks

(C) pockets

(D) gifts

20. Besides _____ cancer, another consequence of smoking is wrinkles, a premature sign of aging.
(A ) eyes

(B) stomach

(C) lung

(D) skin

21. Drinking a cup of hot _____ can help us sleep well.
(A ) beer

22.

(B) tea

(C) milk

(D) cookies

Marry felt sleepy, so she opened the window to let some fresh _____ in.
(A ) water (B) butterfly (C) soil (D) air

23. During summer months-June, July and _____, there are typhoons and lots of rain in Taiwan.
(A ) May (B) August (C) April (D) December
24. When the earthquake happened, they ran out of the classroom_____.
(A ) on time (B) just now (C) at times (D) right away
25. I saw my sister _____ for the bus.
(A ) to wait (B) waiting (C) waits

(D)waited

26. Before you leave the park, you have to take the _____ away and keep the park clean.
(A ) flower (B) tree (C) garbage (D) chair
27. Amy works as a waitress in the restaurant _____ she wants to make money.
(A ) which (B) because (C) what (D) how
28. Many people like to _____e-mail to friends, not letters.
(A ) send (B) scar (C) spoil (D) smell
29. It is dark in this room. So you have to _____ the light.
(A ) take off (B) make clean (C) go out (D) turn on
30. Kelly has been _____work for two years. She has a hard life now.
(A ) out of (B) between (C) all over (D) up to
31. The test was so _____. I finished it in ten minutes.
(A ) simple (B) space (C) department (D) loud
32. Many people went to Betty’s home and gave her presents to _____ her birthday.
(A ) pass (B) hold (C) fill (D) celebrate
33. When will you _____ at the train station?
(A ) arrive (B) to arrive (C) arriving

(D) arrived

34. We have to buy some drinks and cakes _____ with our classmates at the party.
(A ) to share (B) sharing (C) share (D) shares
35. The exam is coming. We have to _____ every minute to prepare for it.
(A ) get off (B) go out (C) take care of (D) make used of
II.

Reading

The chief role of the material safety data sheet is to __36__ information for safe handling of chemicals and to __37__workers, the
general public, and the environment. This information __38 _ includes the composition of the chemicals, its physical and
chemical __39__, its hazards, instructions for proper handling, first aid measures for treatment of individuals __40__ to it, and
other information.
36. (A ) accept

(B) permit

37. (A ) classify

(B) revise

(C) violate
(C) protect

38. (A ) specially

(B) typically

39. (A ) properties

(B) density

40. (A ) fired

(B) updated

(D) provide
(D) distribute

(C) tightly
(C) mood

(C) managed

(D) gradually
(D) regulation

(D) expose

